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1. Introduction

1.1 Context

In the real world we experience a simultaneous stimulation of multiple

senses offering us redundant information about objects and events sur-

rounding us. Additionally, in natural scenes, multimodal stimulation is

so overwhelming that sensory data has to be significantly filtered by the

human brain and only the most important aspects of the world reach our

consciousness. In 2016, we are experiencing the advent of virtual reality.

The great technological promise is to provide experiences that are trans-

parent to the real world; indistinguishable from physical reality. However,

by tradition the technologies and scientific fields of sight and sound have

been separated. Different groups of people create and evaluate the tech-

nology, content, and quality for visual stimulation and for sound reproduc-

tion, and to a great extent without taking into account what is happening

in the other modality. This separation is in contrast to how the human

brain operates.

While it may be achievable in the future to model and reproduce every

aspect of reality, it is not feasible with today’s limited computing power

and transmission capacity. Instead, to achieve truly transparent virtual

reality in an optimal way, a more integrative approach to perception has

to be adopted: there is no need to simulate the whole world if every aspect

of it cannot be perceived.

1.2 Aim and scope of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is two-fold: to understand the human perceptual

system under natural audiovisual conditions and, based on this knowl-
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edge, to evaluate the quality of experience and content perception in im-

mersive audiovisual reproductions. This thesis aims to answer the follow-

ing research questions:

1. What are the most important perceptual attributes of natural audiovi-

sual scenes and how sight and sound contribute to these attributes?

2. Under natural audiovisual conditions, what is the latency of attention

orientation to multimodal events by spatialized auditory cues?

3. How does the audiovisual reproduction setup affect the perception of

scene attributes, events, and the experienced quality?

4. What magnitude reproduction errors does the human perceptual sys-

tem tolerate in the audiovisual case?

Research question 1 is answered jointly by publications I and II. Re-

search question 2 is covered in publication III. These three publications

focus on studying the human perceptual system and contribute towards

a deeper understanding of its function in the real world. In the course of

these publications, a comprehensive collection of audiovisual scenes has

been recorded by using a spherical video camera and a soundfield mi-

crophone. The collection is available to the public at: http://research.

spa.aalto.fi/publications/papers/plosone14-avscenes/. This collec-

tion has been used in publications IV, V, and VI answering research ques-

tion 3. The collection is also utilized in publication VII, which is an inves-

tigation of research question 4.

In all publications the approach has been psychophysical, utilizing self-

reports and physiological measurements. As such, neuroscientific ques-

tions of brain mechanics are not discussed in the scope of this thesis,

rather, the focus is kept on understanding the high-level functioning of

the perceptual system and the information processing of the brain. Often

the approach is also highly applied to provide worthwhile information for

virtual reality practitioners.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis work collects the primary contributions of the author on the

aforementioned topics. In addition to the collection, this thesis contains a

literature review of the related disciplines in an attempt to make the pre-

sented results more accessible to readers from a broader research commu-

nity. The thesis is divided into three main Chapters: Chapter 2 reviews

the research on audiovisual perception focusing on natural scenes, Chap-

ter 3 presents state-of-the-art spatial sound, visual projection, and coding

technologies, and finally, Chapter 4 defines perceived quality and presents

methods to measure it.
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2. Perceiving a natural scene

This chapter reviews the psychophysical knowledge of spatial hearing and

visual perception of space. Special emphasis is put on reviewing the merg-

ing of the senses and the resulting perceptual benefits and attentional ef-

fects. To end the chapter, the usage of natural scenes in perception studies

is discussed.

2.1 A natural scene

A real-world scene can be considered as a spatial and temporal context

that can be found in real life, where events, including human action, can

occur. People have an internal psychological representation of the exter-

nal physical environment in which they are at any given time [1]. This

environmental meaning is composed of a large number of environmental

attributes, which stem from the physical world, and are thus interrelated.

This set of attributes converges to a perception of a natural scene, which,

then, can be described at various levels of perceptual abstraction [2]. In

spatial cognition terms, an egocentric reference frame defines the imme-

diate scene surroundings in relation to the observer [3].

We are experts in perceiving our everyday surroundings, where the sen-

sory information from different modalities integrates seamlessly together

and corresponds to our expectations of the present situation. These con-

ditions are hard to replicate in a controlled laboratory environment, and

thus investigating real-world audiovisual scene processing in an ecolog-

ically valid setting is difficult. Consequently, the majority of perception

research is done with simple tasks and impoverished, often unimodal,

stimuli, resulting in a multitude of valuable information of mechanisms

of perception. The representativeness, or generalizability, of these results

to natural scenes, however, remains to be tested.
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In the context of this thesis, by a natural scene we refer to a reproduced

real-world scene that could be encountered in our everyday lives, instead

of artificial stimulation such as abstract visual shapes and pure tones.

2.2 Spatial hearing

2.2.1 Spatial localization

The location of a sound event must be derived from acoustical cues rather

than being inherent in the topography of the input signal as in vision. The

cues result from the differing paths of the sound from the sound source to

the two ear drums. The ability to localize sound sources in space is an

essential feature of the human auditory system: although the spatial ac-

curacy of the auditory system is not nearly as good as the spatial accuracy

of the visual system in the area surrounding the fixation location, it con-

tributes valuable information to our perception of space and is able to

guide attention to regions outside the current field of view [4].

In the horizontal plane (azimuth) the most prominent cues of localiza-

tion are the inter-aural time difference (ITD) and inter-aural level differ-

ence (ILD) [5]. Both the ITD and ILD are maximized when a plane wave

arrives directly from the left or the right side of the head, and decrease

as the sound source is moved towards the median plane. The importance

of ITD and ILD cues to sound source localization is frequency dependent.

ITD is weighted more at low frequencies because the wavelength in this

frequency range is larger than the diameter of the human head and mean-

ingful phase differences can be observed. ILD is weighted more at high

frequencies, due to the small wave length, which is shadowed by the head,

resulting in level differences [6]. The acuity of hearing varies with loca-

tion as well, being the most accurate, approximately ±1◦, in the front and

decreasing gradually approaching approximately ±10◦ when the sound is

moved to the side on the horizontal plane [7].

If the sound source is moved in the median plane (on-axis elevation), nei-

ther ILD or ITD change. Consequently, relying on the ITD and ILD cues

alone can result in front-back confusions and, in binaural listening, the

sound may be localized inside the listener’s head [8]. More accurate direc-

tion and elevation cues are obtained by observing how the human torso,

head and the outer ear filter the incoming sound signal. The filtering
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effect is described by the head-related transfer function (HRTF), which

describes how the sound signal is transformed by the human anatomy

before it reaches the ear drum [9]. The HRTF is azimuth and elevation

dependent and also different for each individual. HRTFs can be measured

ideally in a free field environment by placing a microphone near the ear

drum and moving the sound source to various angles. In reality, placing a

microphone on the ear drum is difficult and the effect of the ear canal has

to be approximated or an artificial dummy head used.

In addition to direction information, also the distance of the sound source

can be perceived, but it is considerably more challenging than directional

localization in the horizontal plane [10]. In anechoic conditions estimat-

ing distance is difficult and the estimate is based mainly on sound in-

tensity combined with familiarity with the sound. If reflections and late

reverberation are present, the distance evaluation is easier by evaluating

the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio. This ability of the human audi-

tory system is largely based on learning and on experiences from different

sound scenes. In addition, the ILD is affected by the distance of the sound

source [11]. In general, it can be stated that distances to sources far away

from the listener are underestimated and distances to sources closer than

1 m are overestimated [10].

In the real world, the localization of sound sources is not solely depen-

dent on auditory cues. Knowledge of different sound sources helps in plac-

ing them approximately in the correct directions, e.g., airplanes fly in the

sky. Head movements have been shown to benefit sound localization and

help in solving front/back confusion [12], which is of importance when

dealing with 3D auditory displays with potentially impaired spatial repro-

duction capabilities [13]. In addition, visual cues influence the localization

of sound sources, and possibly the externalization of sounds in headphone

listening is enhanced by an accompanying visual stream [14, 15].

2.2.2 Auditory scene analysis and attributes

In more complex situations with multiple sound sources and different

acoustic conditions, the auditory scene has to be perceptually divided into

semantically meaningful entities. The auditory scene is analyzed in per-

ceptual streams linked to sound events, where relevant sound informa-

tion is integrated to a single stream according to its time-frequency do-

main properties [16]. The grouping principles stem from the Gestalt the-

ory in psychology, where it is assumed that the perceived whole is some-
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thing else than the sum of seemingly chaotic parts. The physical grouping

cues can be divided into simultaneous (across frequency) and sequential

(across time) cues, and they include spectral relationship, common onset

and offset times, spatial location, and good continuity [16].

In addition to perceptual streams, the auditory scene can be described

by spatial attributes. Especially applied in room acoustics, auditory source

width (ASW) and listener envelopment (LEV) describe how the listener

perceives the sound field. The timing and direction of arrival of early re-

flections are important psychoacoustic cues related to ASW [17]. The first

few early reflections are the most important in forming the spatial im-

pression, and the effect of an individual reflection reduces gradually until

only a collective effect, the diffuse field, is perceived [18]. Physically, the

reverberant diffuse field is an incoherent energy incident stemming from

all directions [19], and is perceptually related to an auditory event heard

“everywhere" [9] and a listener’s sense of being enveloped in an acoustic

space [17]. The statistical correlation of the pressure field at the listener’s

ears, measured by inter-aural cross-correlation (IACC), is related to the

perceived spaciousness of the auditory image and the plausibility of the

reproduction [9, 20]. Low IACC and high lateral energy are needed for

wide ASW in concert halls. Low IACC is also found to be the best predic-

tor for LEV [21].

2.2.3 Soundscape

In real-world environments, where many sound events occur simultane-

ously and in conjunction with events in other modalities, auditory scene

analysis based solely on auditory stimulus features becomes challenging,

and the listener’s goals and subjective reasoning become more influential

in the stream formation process [22, 23]. Considering the perception of

real-world environments, there is no clear knowledge what environmen-

tal sounds people actually hear when they are not consciously listening

for a particular sound [22]. The effect of attention and other sensory

modalities, most importantly vision, on auditory scene analysis is a lit-

tle known area. Visual stimulation can bias auditory perception [24], and

vice versa [14], making the use of unimodal saliency modeling problem-

atic. Recently, attention has been shown to have an effect on auditory

streaming as well [23, 25], which would imply that an auditory scene can

be structured differently based on the focus of attention.

The study of urban soundscapes has revealed two generic cognitive cate-
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gories: event sequences and amorphous sequences, referring respectively

to soundscapes where individual sounds can or cannot be easily distin-

guished within the soundscape [26]. It appears that auditory stimuli

are processed preferably as parts of a meaningful event in perceptual

streams, or secondarily, in a more abstract manner along physical param-

eters if source identification fails. Recognizing the category of a complex

soundscape (i.e. whether the listener is in a park or in a cafe) has been

found to rely heavily on the identification of the sound sources in the scene

and inferring the category from the source information, while neglect-

ing spatial information [27]. Sound has also a strong emotional impact

on humans. The most prominent emotional dimensions of a soundscape

experience have been identified as perceived pleasantness and induced

arousal [28, 29]. These are often related to the amount of natural ver-

sus mechanical sounds, natural sounds being perceived as pleasant and

mechanical sounds as unpleasant and arousing.

2.3 Visual perception of space

2.3.1 Stereopsis

The direction of a visual object can be directly inferred from the position

of its image on the human retina. More interestingly, the visual system

is capable of inferring distance in space via multiple cues. In humans,

the two eyes face in the same direction resulting in overlapping fields of

vision from slightly different vantage points, called the binocular paral-

lax [30]. The different monocular views in this area lead to stereopsis,

that is a binocular form of depth perception, and able to construct a 3D

presentation of the world [31]. The main cue of stereopsis is disparity. In

disparity, both eyes fixate on a point at a given distance, and its image

is projected on the fovea of each eye. Then, another point located closer

or farther away is projected to differing points of the two retinas. Dispar-

ity provides cues for distance in relation to the fixation point. Another

binocular cue, convergence, results when the two eyes fixate on an object

at a close distance and turn inwards [32]. The distance of the object can

then be estimated by the central nervous system from the deviation angle

of the eyes. The various cues interact in the computation of the visual

depth [33].
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Another form of parallax for monocular vision is called motion paral-

lax [34]. It occurs when either the observer moves or the visual objects

are translated across the observer’s field of view and provide a strong

depth cue. There is an inverse relationship between the distance of the ob-

jects and the speed of movement of their images across the retina. Other

monocular cues of depth include the relative size of objects and interposi-

tion.

While moving through a real-world scene the eyes acquire a stream of

images upon which the brain structures the 3D scene. The brain is ca-

pable of accounting for the distance the observer has moved and the ver-

gence of the eyes when making judgments about the scale and distance of

objects. Interestingly, stereopsis and movement cues have been shown to

be over-ruled if the size of a virtual room is expanded [35]. People seem to

prefer a coherent, albeit fictional, interpretation of the world.

2.3.2 Visual scene processing

The first glance of a real-world scene provides us with a holistic interpre-

tation of the gist of the scene [36]. Visual gist refers to a mental “overall

meaning” of our surroundings, for example we are able to determine very

rapidly whether we are in an open or closed space based on visual infor-

mation, even before any impact from focused attention [37, 38, 39]. Hu-

mans have been shown to be able to categorize complex scenes in under

150 ms [40].

There is an on-going debate whether objects in a scene or the scene it-

self is perceived first. Scenes have been shown to be categorized based on

spatial frequency presentations only without any identifiable objects visi-

ble [41]. However, a schema for a scene can also arise from a few promi-

nent objects facilitating scene recognition [42]. Prior visual experience is

found to play a role in scene understanding [43] and having objects pre-

sented in a meaningful context facilitates their identification [44]. After

the first glance of a scene, the eyes commence a series of rapid movements,

saccades and fixations, to extract the visual information that is considered

most relevant for the human at the given time [45]. In scene exploration,

the saccades occur approximately three times each second [46] and the

perceiver is essentially blind during the saccade. Visual information is

extracted only during fixations.

Visual attention can be modeled starting with the extraction of low-level

visual features [47, 48] and building on analyzing and integrating them
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in parallel into a unified perception of the visual world [49]. A model

by Itti et al. [47] extracts color, intensity, and local orientation as low-

level features. The different feature maps are combined to give a scalar

quantity for saliency at every location in the visual field. The most salient

location is then predicted to be the next fixation location. Furthermore, in

dynamic scenes motion captures visual attention efficiently [50].

In addition to visual saliency models, visual scene gist can be mod-

eled computationally through global properties of structure and affor-

dance [51, 52]. Greene & Oliva [53] trained a classifier to categorize

scenes along seven global properties: openness, expansion, mean depth,

temperature, transience, concealment, and navigation. They found the

classifier’s performance indistinguishable from the corresponding human

performance in rapid scene categorization along the global dimensions.

Furthermore, when compared to a scene object based classification, clas-

sifying scenes along global dimensions was found to match human perfor-

mance more closely.

2.4 Merging the senses

Human perception is multisensory and guided by attention. To struc-

ture the environment from incoming sensory streams robustly and with

maximal efficiency, the human brain must merge the information streams

to maximize information intake and to increase the reliability of sen-

sory estimates [54]. A significant amount of research has been devoted

to understanding the mechanisms of sensory integration. In many cases

the brain seems to function in a near-optimal manner, where the uni-

modal sensory estimates are weighted proportionally to their inverse vari-

ances [55, 56, 57].

The estimation method achieving this is called the Maximum Likelihood

Estimation (MLE). In MLE, the integrated estimate (ŝAV ) is the weighted

sum of the unimodal estimates (sA and sV ) with weights (wA and wV )

proportional to their inverse variances (σ2A and σ2V ) [54, 58], as stated by

Equations 2.1 and 2.2:

ŝAV = wA · ŝA + wV · ŝV (2.1)

wA =
σ2V

σ2A + σ2V
; wV =

σ2A
σ2A + σ2V

(2.2)
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where wA + wV = 1.

The variance of the resulting MLE prediction can be calculated from the

unimodal variances by Equation 2.3:

σ2AV =
σ2A · σ2V
σ2A + σ2V

(2.3)

The MLE-weighted average corresponds to the solution minimizing the

variance of the multimodal percept, thus maximizing perceptual preci-

sion.

A simpler sensory merging theory is called sensory averaging [55]. Here

the unimodal estimates are combined by having equal weights for each

modality and the resulting multimodal estimate is the average of them.

In this theory the inherent reliability in each sensory channel is not taken

into account. The formula for the combined estimate in the audiovisual

case is given in Equation 2.4.

ŝAV =
1

2
· (ŝA + ŝV ) (2.4)

Another theory, sensory dominance, suggests that the stronger modality

fully captures the multimodal estimate and that there is no real integra-

tion mechanism. It was discovered in detection tasks where visual modal-

ity was shown to dominate the detection of light-tone blinks [59] and has

ever since been identified in a wide range of multisensory tasks. However,

as identified in recent research [14, 60, 61], sensory dominance is not a

rule for dealing with multisensory stimuli, rather it is a result of multi-

sensory integration when there are very imbalanced sensory weights. In

Publication II the contributions of auditory and visual modalities were

found to be highly imbalanced and the resulting merged estimates ap-

peared to have resulted from sensory dominance. It was not, however, the

rule in all conditions, and the weaker modality was occasionally able to

affect the combined percept.

2.5 Attention

A classic example of attention guiding our perception is the cocktail party

phenomenon. In a crowded and noisy environment, most people are able

to concentrate on the current conversation, without being distracted by

others too much [62]. However, if someone says their name in another

discussion, people will sometimes notice it and redirect their attention
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from the current discussion, to find out what others are talking about

them behind their backs [63].

This scenario poses multiple challenging tasks to the brain. First, the

relevant information must be analyzed and the distracting noise sup-

pressed. Here cross-modal attention helps by picking up the relevant

speech sounds from the auditory input and matching them with the cor-

responding lip-movements from the visual stream entering the eyes [64].

Second, the surrounding noise has to be analyzed to some extent, in order

to recognize the individual’s name outside the current field of attention.

Traditionally, theories of focused attention try to explain this phenomenon

by two different approaches: early selection and late selection. In the

early selection model, all the incoming stimuli are preprocessed and fil-

tered by a selective filter on the basis of their physical characteristics.

The selected stimuli are passed along to further semantic analysis and

eventually they become conscious perceptions. The stimuli that are fil-

tered out are not analyzed for meaning and do not reach consciousness.

In this model, the fusion of separate physical attributes takes place at the

end of the information processing chain and no meaning is given to the

physical attributes before that. However, this model cannot explain how

a person’s own name can be heard from a distant conversation outside the

field of attention.

The late selection model takes this into account by stating that all the

physical attributes entering our senses are processed to some extent, whether

attention is paid to them or not. A semantic meaning is given to each per-

ceptual object that results from the integration of a set of attributes. The

semantic importance of the objects is then weighed against each other

and only the most important ones are allowed to enter consciousness. In

this model, the fusion of attributes takes place at an early level of infor-

mation processing, and meaning is given to objects before the end of the

chain [65].

The human brain is constantly selecting and combining information

from different sensory channels to structure the external physical envi-

ronment, but the amount of sensory stimulation is too large to be fully

processed by our limited neural resources. A bottom-up process is thought

to control the early stages of scene processing, where sensory information

is selected for further analysis based on perceptual saliency [66]. Uni-

modal saliency maps have been shown to accurately predict the focus of

attention especially in the visual domain [47, 48, 67], but also auditory
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saliency can be modeled [68]. A saliency map decomposes stimuli into

features which are most meaningful for a human perceiver. Abrupt ap-

pearance of, for example, a visual event in the visual field can capture

attention and redirect it towards the event [69]. Automatic allocation

of selective attention is called exogenous attention, since it is triggered

stimulus-driven by some event in the space surrounding the human [64].

Another mode of information flow, top-down, is related to endogenous

attention, since attention is directed by decisions originating from higher

cognitive levels of the mind. Expectations and predictions can voluntarily

direct attention towards a particular event that is considered to be im-

portant for the individual. In real-world scenes, however, top-down task

dependent information also biases the sensory selection process [70].

Both endogenous and exogenous attention are directed differently when

we encounter audiovisual stimuli in contrast to purely visual stimula-

tion [71, 72, 73]. Computational modeling of audiovisual saliency has

been also attempted for restricted scenes, where sound has been found

to be a modulating factor for visual saliency [74], or audiovisual saliency

has resulted from a linear combination of unimodal saliences [75]. How-

ever, applying unimodal saliency maps to real-world audiovisual scenes

seems questionable without taking into account the integration of sensory

information and its effects on attentional control.

2.6 Sensory integration benefits and known effects

2.6.1 Integration benefits

Spatial and temporal coincidence of sensory inputs are typically needed

for sensory integration, but also the semantic content of the stimulus

affects the integration process, especially when using meaningful stim-

uli [76, 77, 78]. Combining auditory and visual information seems to

be beneficial for human perception in speech comprehension [79], spa-

tial orienting efficiency [71, 80], and spatial localization accuracy [81, 14].

Sensory discrimination is finer with bimodal signals than with unimodal

signals [82], and the effect is more robust when given meaningful stim-

uli, such as biological motion [83]. Visual processing of looming signals

is enhanced when accompanied by a related looming auditory signal, and

especially when using naturalistic stimulus structure [84]. Similarly, a
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nominally visual event of perceiving a ball’s path is aided by naturalistic

auditory cues [85]. In addition, we are capable of synchronizing our ac-

tions with the environment more robustly when given audiovisual stimuli

instead of unimodal stimuli [86]. Cross-modal influences can also bias the

unimodal estimates of environmental properties [87], or facilitate the de-

tection of objects or events even without the perceiver being aware of the

cross-modal influence [88, 89].

Enhancement of the visual function due to auditory information has

been demonstrated in numerous experiments utilizing abstract visual and

sound stimuli. Visual only cues are limited at most to the area covered by

peripheral vision, leaving the majority of surroundings unmonitored. The

auditory system, on the other hand, is capable of simultaneously moni-

toring the whole space around us, and thus providing invaluable spatial

information about events occurring outside the field of view [9]. Mean

saccadic response time (SRT) to visual target is enhanced when provided

with a spatially and temporally concurrent auditory signal [90]. Concur-

rent auditory stimuli enhance the detectability of brief visual events, re-

flecting an increase in phenomenal visual saliency [91].

On a broader note, involuntary, reflexive orienting of attention to sound

enhances early perceptual processing and saliency of visual stimuli and it

may be a fundamental operation for enhancing salience of natural stim-

uli [92]. Similar findings of spatiotemporally aligned auditory facilitation

are reported by a number of researchers [93, 94, 95]. The enhancement

of visual target detection by auditory facilitation depends on target ec-

centricity: peripheral target detection benefits more than central target

detection of auditory information [96]. Partly contradicting results have

been presented where the target eccentricity or audiovisual spatial align-

ment do not play a role in the enhancement of visual function, rather the

co-occurring sounds improve visual target detection in a spatially non-

specific manner [97]. Similarly, a visual target has been shown to pop

out from a complex background in a spatial searching task with a syn-

chronous non-spatial auditory cue [98].

Recently, interesting evidence for the importance of semantic congru-

ence in audiovisual scene processing was found where a congruent sound

scene facilitates unconscious visual scene processing when the visual scene

is masked [99]. These findings expand the importance of auditory cues

from identifying individual objects [100] to full scenes. Earlier, semanti-

cally congruent auditory cues have been shown to modulate visual aware-
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ness in a binocular rivalry task [101].

2.6.2 Known cross-modal effects

From a wider viewpoint, evidence for bimodal effects on real-world scene

perception have been presented in the field of environmental psychology,

where tranquility has been shown to arise from a combination of natural-

ness of the visual world and the overall loudness and naturalness of the

soundscape [102, 103].

Another multimodal integration effect is intersensory bias, or ventrilo-

quism with audiovisual stimuli, where the perceived location of the non-

dominant modality shifts towards the other. In ventriloquism, visual per-

ception steers the localization of an auditory event towards a visually

anticipated direction, when the visual and auditory cues conflict [104].

However, recently Alais and Burr [14] pointed out that also sound can

capture vision perception when the visual stimulus is severely blurred.

With less blurred stimuli, neither of the modalities was found to be dom-

inant and localization followed the mean position. In addition, the com-

bined bimodal localization accuracy was found to be superior compared to

either visual or auditory localization alone.

Besides spatial mismatch, audiovisual cues can conflict also temporally.

Asynchrony detection is not symmetric across the modalities, as audio

lead is detected more easily than audio lag [104]. This asymmetry can

be explained by considering the speed difference of sound and light prop-

agation in real-world environments. Auditory perception can never lead

visual perception in the real world, and such a situation feels very unnat-

ural when reproduced artificially. In addition, the stimulus content has

an effect on the detection thresholds. Multiple studies suggest different

numeric values for the thresholds, and, according to the most conservative

estimates, an audio lead of 75 ms and lag of 90 ms can be detected [105].

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has published a rec-

ommendation concerning synchronization thresholds for audio and video

components in a television signal [106]. The recommendation states that

the maximum tolerated audio lead is 20 ms and the lag 40 ms.
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2.7 Sensory integration and quality evaluation

Perceptual mechanisms affecting subjective quality experience with sin-

gle modality services, e.g., audio-only systems, have been studied for decades.

This has resulted in objective quality metrics based on the human percep-

tual system for either audio or video. The downside with these metrics,

regarding more complex systems, is that the human is a multimodal be-

ing by nature and unimodal quality metrics cannot accurately reflect the

true perceived quality of experience in a service offering information for

multiple senses [107, 108].

Cross-modal effects in audiovisual quality perception are found to be

significant. Rimell and Hollier [109] state that: “the quality of one mode

affects the perceived quality of the other mode and a single mode should

not be considered in isolation”. When judging the overall quality of an au-

diovisual system, video quality is found to be the dominant element [110,

111]. Furthermore, if the perceiver’s attention is focused on a particu-

lar modality, their ability to detect errors in the other modality is greatly

impaired [112]. Audiovisual content is found to have an impact on the

relative importance of audio and video quality [113].

Zielinski et al. [114] found that focusing on a visual task affects the per-

ceived audio quality while playing a computer game. The effect was, how-

ever, listener-specific, and in this study only one type of audio degradation

was tested. Focused audiovisual attention can be exploited in multimedia

codec design as proposed by Lee et al. [115]. Valente and Braasch [116]

studied the evaluation of acoustic parameters based on the visual cues of

a real environment. The participants adjusted the direct-to-reverberant

(D/R) ratio of stimulus sounds to match an accompanying visual stimulus.

They found that the participants constantly overestimated the amount of

direct sound energy, when compared to the measured ratio. The authors

concluded that excluding visual cues can have implications on perceived

quality when evaluating the acoustic conditions of a space.

A number of studies have looked into the effect of audio and video re-

production setups separately, but only a few consider them jointly. Bech et

al. [117] studied audiovisual interaction in home theater systems. Accord-

ing to their results, screen size affects the relative importance of audio

and video, and also the perceived overall quality. In addition, they stud-

ied varying the base width of stereo audio reproduction between a narrow

and a wide setting, limited by the width of the television screen and 60◦,
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respectively. Effects were observed only with largest changes in the base

width. Finally, they identified the auditory impression of “space” to be

important for general quality of the system. Similar results of the effect

of stereophonic width was obtained by Bech [118], when using a stan-

dard television set. He found that increasing audio reproduction width

increases the quality of reproduction of space.

Hamasaki et al. [119] have studied the advantages of using a 22.2 multi-

channel sound system with an Ultra High-Definition TV (UHDTV) when

compared to 2.0 and 5.1 sound systems. As a result, the 22.2 channel

setup was found to produce better sensations of spatial quality and pres-

ence than 2D sound systems. However, the authors remark that the eval-

uation seems to be dependent on the content, and interaction between

audio and visual cues should be investigated further. In their study, au-

dio quality attributes such as reality, transparency, and gaudiness were

not rated better for the 22.2 setup than for the 5.1 setup.

Strohmeier and Jumisko-Pyykkö [120], and Reiter [121] studied the

impact of loudspeaker setups in audiovisual applications. Strohmeier

and Jumisko-Pyykkö experimented with 4 and 5 loudspeakers at two dis-

tances with a 15" autostereocopic screen. They found that optimal per-

ceived quality is achieved with 4 loudspeakers at a 1 m distance. Re-

iter, on the other hand, used a large projection screen (2.72 m wide) and

different numbers of loudspeaker channels to examine sound source lo-

calization accuracy. He found that the optimum number of loudspeaker

channels with a large screen is five. Strohmeier and Jumisko-Pyykkö con-

clude, that perceived audiovisual quality is strongly impacted by different

audio and visual presentation modes and devices, and future research is

needed to examine the impact of different setups on experienced multi-

media quality.

This thesis has built on the aforementioned works by coming up with

a perception-based audiovisual content classification scheme for natural

scenes in publications I and II. In previous works the content classifica-

tion has been based on high-level knowledge of the type of the audiovisual

broadcast (e.g. news or sports), whereas in this thesis more fundamental

perceptual attributes are used (e.g. openness and movement) to classify

the stimulus scenes. The thesis at hand also advances the investigation of

audiovisual reproduction setups in publications IV, V, and VI. Especially

publications V and VI aspire to employ human performance related met-

rics into the quality evaluation of a reproduction setup by observing the
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effects on perceptual attribute discrimination and attention spreading.

2.8 On the use of natural scenes in perception studies

Artificial stimuli have been instrumental in revealing the neural basis of

sensory processing. The strength of these stimuli is that they are readily

parameterized, and the dependence of the response on a stimulus param-

eter is easy to determine [122]. At the same time this is their biggest

drawback: in the real world sensory inputs are much more complicated

than simple isolated patterns. Artificial stimuli may even elicit unnatural

behavior in participants, as found in eye-tracking studies [123]. Research

on spatial attention has been conducted extensively in limited and simpli-

fied laboratory settings. The goal of such studies has been to discover the

basic psychological mechanisms and neural structures facilitating spatial

attention orienting. Valuable insight of neural processes has been col-

lected from these studies, but the applicability of the results to real-world

settings may not be straightforward. Ho, Gray, and Spence [124] review

some limitations encountered in laboratory-based research in comparison

to research conducted in a real-world setting (Table 2.1). Their findings

are presented in the context of driving in traffic, but apply to a broader

range of perception studies equally well.

Natural stimuli do not come without drawbacks either. In the context

of vision science, the main difficulty is understanding the statistics of the

natural image, and thus creating well-controlled and hypothesis-driven

experiments becomes unfeasible [125]. A compromise has been suggested,

where natural stimuli would complete artificial stimuli in validating mod-

els first developed with synthetic stimuli [122, 125].

The recent surge in popularity of high-fidelity VR systems may open

new possibilities for increased experimental control while still providing

natural stimulation [126]. VR systems allow systematic manipulation of

the different parameters of an entire environment for example by sifting

the height of the horizon or scaling the environment as people navigate

through a virtual world [35]. Apart from perception studies, VR has al-

ready proved as a useful tool in social sciences in the study of social inter-

action and body ownership [126].

Regarding this thesis, in all publications, natural stimuli have been

used in an effort to bridge the gap between laboratory research and real-

world settings. By using meaningful signals we also induce some amount
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Table 2.1. Limitations of laboratory-based attention research. Adapted from [124].

Time on task: Effects due to fatigue are difficult to study with short

experiments.

Rarity of signal presentation: Too often presented cue and target

signals may lead to hyper attentive behavior.

Meaningful signals: Meaningless signals (noise bursts, pure

tones, etc.) are typically used, instead of semantically meaningful

stimulation.

Concurrent behaviors: Participants stay still in a silent lab envi-

ronment, and perform tasks with no distractions.

Mental workload: Typically only one task with clear instructions

is performed at a time.

Performance measures: Often only a single behavioral task is

observed, for example a button-press response.

Level of arousal: Experiments are most often conducted under low

stress and low risk conditions.

WEIRDo’s: Participants are typically Westernized, Educated, In-

telligent, Rich, and Democratic.

of concurrent distractions and mental workload, because the employed

natural scenes contain a great deal of sensory information that is not crit-

ical to the task and thus must be filtered out. Performance measures have

been carefully designed to capture a broad range of human experiences

instead of trying to condense the experience into one number.

Especially in publication I the participants were forced to take a com-

prehensive approach to a task via a semi-structured interview. Given the

scope of this thesis, publication I is seen as an attempt to understand the

perceptual statistics of the natural stimuli employed in the subsequent

studies, and thus facilitating the creation of controlled experiments and

hypotheses. Regarding the performance measures, in publication V qual-

itative information was collected to support simple numeric responses,

and to engage the participants into elaborating on their decisions. A dif-

ferent concurrent measure was applied in publications III and VI where

a button-press response was accompanied by a physiological metric mea-

sured by tracking the participants’ gaze.
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3. Immersive audiovisual reproduction
technologies

This chapter presents the concepts of immersion and presence, and their

relation to virtual reality. It summarizes the current technologies for spa-

tial audio reproduction and describes the state-of-the-art in visual repro-

duction related technologies.

3.1 Immersion and presence

Current virtual reality systems strive to elicit a feeling of being present in

a different place and situation than the observer really is, which is called

the place illusion [127], or simply presence, a sense of “being there”. Im-

mersion, on the other hand, is something that presence builds on. This is

achieved for example by perceptually accurate visual, auditory, and hap-

tic stimulation, and it can be assumed that providing relevant and correct

multimodal information to the human perceptual system is paramount to

the success of such systems [128]. If the technology even temporarily fails

to produce convincing enough stimulation, breaks in presence easily occur

and rebuilding the illusion may prove difficult [129].

A person can feel immersion with various types of media. Movies and

video games are efficient in evoking feelings of immersion. In addition, an

interesting book can immerse the reader so deeply they forget their sur-

roundings and block outside distractions. The feeling of immersion is also

a highly individual experience and some are more prone to experience

it than others. The prevailing assumption is that systems with higher

immersive quality are able to elicit a greater feeling of presence. A re-

cent meta-analysis of the effect of various immersive technologies on user

presence [130] suggests the most important factors predicting presence to

be the tracking level of the user’s movements, stereoscopic visuals, and a

wide field-of-view.
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Slater [131] argues that presence research consists of essentially exper-

imenting with different factors that make up immersion. An equation for

presence could be formed with presence on the left-hand side and factors

of immersion and individual psychological differences on the right-hand

side. IJsselsteijn et al. [128] have collected the factors thought to underlie

the perception of presence:

1. Extent and fidelity of sensory information - Technology’s ability to

produce relevant and accurate sensorial information, for example field

of view and spatialization of audio.

2. Match between sensors and the display - User’s actions should

result in corresponding real-time changes in the virtual environment.

3. Content factors - How objects and events are represented by the

medium and the ability to interact with the content. Also social ele-

ments, such as reactions of other users in a shared virtual environment.

4. User characteristics - Sensorial acuity and cognitive abilities. Also

expectations towards virtual environments and previous experience of

such systems.

Wirth et al. [132] define spatial presence as:

Spatial presence is a binary experience, during which perceived self-location

and, in most cases, perceived action possibilities are connected to a mediated

spatial environment, and mental capacities are bound by the mediated envi-

ronment instead of reality

First, a mental model of the mediated situation is created. In this stage

the user might deal with questions on whether the stimulus is a space

or a room, and what kind of a space is it. The allocation of attention in

the mediated environment is the basis for a spatial situation model and a

precondition for spatial presence to occur. The spatial situation model is

a mental model which the user constructs based on the perceived spatial

cues combined with personal spatial memories and cognitions. It is an

individual construct, meaning that it may be constructed differently for

the same space by different perceivers.
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Secondly, spatial presence is formed from the spatial situation model.

The process involves testing perceptual hypotheses to find out whether

the user perceives him/herself located in the space. Wirth et al. [132] use

the term egocentric reference frame to represent the mental model of the

perceived world around an individual. It contains at least the immedi-

ate surroundings and is constantly updated according to sensory input

from the environment. In effect, an egocentric reference frame tells the

individual where he is in a spatial environment.

In addition to the real world, virtual worlds can give rise to an egocen-

tric reference frame that is different from the user’s real-world egocentric

reference frame. The media-bound reference frame can only occur if the

conditions for a spatial situation model are first fulfilled, i.e., the user

has a perception of some kind of a space or a room induced by the virtual

environment. In such a situation, the media-bound egocentric reference

frame begins to compete with the real world counterpart because different

modalities may offer contradicting information about the surroundings

and confuse the perceiver. Eventually, the perceiver must decide which of

the reference frames to choose in order to reduce confusion and to be able

to act.

Finally, virtual reality (VR) is defined by Sherman & Craig [133] as:

Virtual reality – a medium composed of interactive computer simulations

that sense the participant’s position and actions and replace or augment the

feedback to one or more senses, giving the feeling of being mentally immersed

or present in the simulation (a virtual world)

The definition for VR is nicely in line with the definition of spatial pres-

ence and augment it by the notion of the need for an interactive response

by the environment to the actions of the user. In the end, while immersion

can occur without virtual reality technology, based on these definitions,

VR is a prerequisite for spatial presence.

Presence is usually measured with retrospective questionnaires and in-

terviews, and also with physiological measurements during exposure to

the virtual environment. However, the whole concept of presence is some-

what controversial. Criticism towards the concept has been presented

stating that there is no real evidence for the phenomenon and it could

exist only because questions are being asked about it [131, 127].
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3.2 Spatial sound techniques

The spatial cues can be exploited in designing sound reproduction meth-

ods or creating virtual environments with realistic 3D audio. Sound can

be reproduced either with multiple loudspeakers producing the desired

sound field, or relevant parts of it, in a space, or with headphones produc-

ing the sound field to the ear canals, as it would be in a real environment.

With headphones it is necessary to simulate the sound source, acoustics of

the space, and also the physiology of the listener. Headphone setups are

usually easier to implement because the acoustics of the listening space

can be neglected. Nevertheless, with headphones the sound can be easily

localized inside the head, for example with non-individual HRTFs, and

realistic spatialization is difficult to achieve.

Apart from the highly popular channel-based approaches (e.g., 2.1 or

5.1), during the last three decades various three-dimensional sound spa-

tialization techniques have been introduced and in this section three of

them are presented. The first two, Ambisonics and Wave Field Synthesis

(WFS), aim at reconstructing the original sound field as accurately as pos-

sible, whereas the third method, Directional Audio Coding (DirAC), aims

to reproduce the perceptually relevant features of the sound field. The

DirAC method is explained in greater detail since it is the spatialization

technique used in all of the publications of this dissertation.

3.2.1 Wave Field Synthesis

Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) [134] uses a large array of loudspeakers to

reconstruct the physical properties of a sound field. Virtual sound sources

can be positioned freely both in front and behind of the loudspeaker ar-

ray. The reproduction is based on the Huygens’ principle stating that any

wave front can be constructed as a superposition of elementary spherical

waves. The elementary waves are generated by densely placed loudspeak-

ers controlled by a computer that determines a suitable delay for each

loudspeaker in order to achieve a particular wave field.

The listening position is not limited to any sweet spot, instead, the lis-

tener can move freely in the space with no changes in the localization of

virtual sources. The only limitation is that the listener cannot stand on

the line between the virtual source and the loudspeaker array. The down-

sides of WFS are the high cost of building a dense enough loudspeaker

array, probably consisting of hundreds of loudspeakers, and the need to
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minimize the room effect. WFS aims to reconstruct the whole sound field

and, in effect, an anechoic chamber would be needed for optimal repro-

duction.

3.2.2 Ambisonics

Ambisonics [135] is a two- or three-dimensional sound reproduction tech-

nique based on coincident microphone signals. The basic idea of Ambison-

ics is to reproduce sound field recorded in B-format by creating virtual

directional microphones corresponding to the deployed loudspeaker lay-

out. The B-format microphone setup is composed of a signal from an om-

nidirectional microphone capsule w and three signals from figure-of-eight

microphones pointing to x, y and z directions in Cartesian coordinates.

Virtual microphone patterns can then be created by appropriately sum-

ming these signals.

First-order Ambisonics reproduction uses four loudspeakers placed in

tetrahedral layout. All four loudspeakers are used to reproduce one par-

ticular virtual source, and consequently, the loudspeaker signals are usu-

ally highly coherent. This results in undesired effects like the comb filter-

ing of the spectrum and blurred localization of sound sources. The effects

are even more pronounced for higher order versions of Ambisonics, be-

cause the density of loudspeakers with coherent signals increases.

3.2.3 Directional Audio Coding

Directional Audio Coding [136, 137] is a spatial sound processing tech-

nique motivated by human auditory resolution. It strives to reproduce

the most salient features of a sound field regarding human sound percep-

tion from coincident microphone signals. The processing is based on a set

of assumptions about spatial hearing:

• Interaural cues, and the spectral and temporal properties of sound form

the spatial auditory perception

• Interaural cues are affected by the direction of sound propagation, the

diffuseness of the sound field, and the effect of the listener on the sound

field

• Based on the two previous assumptions, the direction, diffuseness, and
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spectral and temporal properties of a sound field determine its spatial

auditory perception in one position

The processing is divided into analysis and synthesis stages. The aim of

the DirAC analysis stage is, based on the assumptions above, to measure

the direction and diffuseness of the sound field in frequency bands and

in short time windows. The input to the system is four microphone sig-

nals from a first-order B-format setup, similar to that used in Ambisonics,

where w is the signal from an omnidirectional microphone, and x, y and

z are the signals from figure-of-eight microphones pointing to correspond-

ing Cartesian directions. The signals are divided into frequency bands

approximating the frequency selectivity of the human auditory system.

The sound field is analyzed in each frequency band individually. En-

ergetic analysis is used to form estimates for diffuseness and direction

from the energy and intensity of the sound field. Energy and intensity,

in turn, are calculated from sound pressure and particle velocity, which

can be approximated from the B-format microphone signals. The anal-

ysis stage produces estimates for the diffuseness of the sound field, and

azimuth and elevation angles for the direction of arriving sound in each

frequency band.

In the synthesis stage, virtual directional microphone signals are cre-

ated with alignment towards each loudspeaker in the reproduction setup.

The virtual microphone signals are created from a linear combination of

the original B-format microphone signals. The original sound field is di-

vided into diffuse and non-diffuse streams, which are treated differently.

The non-diffuse synthesis aims to produce point-like virtual sources for

the listener according to the analyzed direction of arrival.

The virtual sources are positioned with a modified vector-base ampli-

tude panning (VBAP) [138] process. Originally, VBAP places the virtual

sources between loudspeakers by adjusting the amplitudes of monophonic

signals, but in this case the input signal is already a multichannel signal.

Consequently, here VBAP is used to gate the virtual microphone signals,

so that only a limited number of loudspeakers are used to reproduce a

particular point-like virtual source. The diffuse stream, in turn, contains

mostly the reverberant part of the sound. Decorrelation is necessary for

the diffuse stream because the virtual microphone signals still have some

interchannel coherence. The decorrelated diffuse part of the sound is dis-

tributed to all loudspeakers in the reproduction setup.
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3.2.4 Headphone reproduction

To render spatial sound over headphones, a set of HRTFs and a head

tracker are typically needed [8]. If the directions of the sound sources

are known, for example in the case of a virtual sound scene, then the

binaural signals are obtained by computing the convolution of the source

signals with the appropriate HRTF for each ear. Implementation issues

may arise due to the need to obtain a large set of HRTFs to densely cover

the space around the listener, or then interpolation between HRTFs has

to be implemented [139]. Moreover, computational load may introduce

latency in the perceived directions if there are many simultaneous sound

sources and the listener makes rapid head movements.

Environmental cues should be taken into account in addition to the

HRTF cues [140]. These cues include the reflections from boundaries and

acoustic absorption, and they are described by a Room Impulse Response

(RIR), which is dependent on the source and receiver positions. An RIR

can also be computationally modeled for virtual spaces [140]. To obtain

the signals for headphone reproduction a convolution is needed with the

HRTF filtered source signal and the RIR.

Instead of a set of HRTFs and an RIR, also Binaural Room Impulse

Responses (BRIR) can be used for the synthesis of acoustical environ-

ments [141]. BRIRs are measured for discrete head positions in a desired

space by rotating a dummy head with an angular resolution typically be-

tween 1◦ and 15◦. BRIRs capture the acoustics of the space, thus elimi-

nating the need to model the acoustical environment later in the process.

As an example of a practical system, a DirAC-based solution to over-

come some implementation issues in binaural reproduction has been pre-

sented by Laitinen & Pulkki [139]. In DirAC analysis each time-frequency

bin is assigned with azimuth, elevation, and diffuseness information and

it would be straightforward to filter the non-diffuse parts of the signal

with HRTFs corresponding to the location information in the metadata.

This would lead to the problems presented in the previous paragraphs.

Instead, binaural DirAC utilizes virtual loudspeaker array implemented

as left and right ear HRTFs corresponding to the loudspeaker directions.

The headphone channels are then obtained by summing the virtual loud-

speaker outputs for each ear. Head movements are compensated by up-

dating the direction information in the metadata.
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3.3 Vision-related technologies

3.3.1 3-dimensional displays

3-dimensional displays can be categorized into active and passive stereo-

scopic, autostereoscopic, and head-mounted displays [142]. Achieving three

dimensionality in visual reproduction requires the production of differing

images to the two eyes. This is trivial in the case of head-mounted dis-

plays, and is the topic of Section 3.3.2. Active and passive stereoscopic

displays are a class of displays where the viewer is required to wear spe-

cific eye-wear to achieve the binocular disparity. Active stereoscopy is

achieved by wearing eye-glasses that are shutter synchronized with the

projector’s frame sequential frequency. In passive stereoscopy, the lenses

of the glasses and the video frames are polarized differently for each eye.

Passive stereoscopy also usually requires two projectors to display the dif-

ferently polarized images.

The third method, autostereoscopy, does not require the users to wear

any special 3D glasses. The technology is based on partially blocking the

view to the screen by a parallax barrier of thin vertical lines or cylindrical

lenses so that each eye sees different part of the screen due to the differ-

ing vantage points. The problem is that the viewer has to be positioned

in a small sweet spot and not much movement is tolerated in current sys-

tems [143, 144, 142].

3.3.2 Head-mounted displays

The first ever head-mounted display (HMD) is most likely the system built

by Sutherland in the 1960s [145]. The system consisted of two cathode ray

tubes (CRT) mounted on the ceiling, because they were so heavy that it

was impossible to wear them on one’s head. Each CRT offered 40◦ field of

view into a world created of wire of frame models. The perceiver had some

freedom of movement thanks to mechanical and ultrasonic head position

sensors.

The problems encountered in the first HMD system were relevant well

into the 1990s and even today: HMDs are often cumbersome to use, re-

quire special workstations to provide the content, and suffer from poor

spatial and temporal resolution and high latency resulting in simulator

sickness [126]. These issues prevented HMDs from breaking into the
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mainstream before. Technological progress in the 2010s appears to have

solved most of the critical technology issues and HMDs are again gaining

traction as a research tool and in the consumer market.

The most recent systems offer 110◦ field of view updated at 90 Hz com-

bined with spatial audio and haptic feedback devices (Oculus Rift and

HTC Vive). Head movements are tracked by accelerometers and gyro-

scopes, and even the position of the user is tracked in a 360-degree space.

Despite all the progress, simulator sickness problems continue to be a

challenge for extended use of HMDs [146].

3.3.3 Eye tracking

Eye tracking enables tracking of the current location of the human gaze

and the sequence of eye movements up to that point while scanning a

natural scene for example. Knowledge of fixation locations provides re-

searchers a window into the cognitive processes of the observer [147].

Modern eye trackers measure the gaze by tracking the pupil center and

corneal reflection [148]. These cues are made visible by an infrared light

and monitored by a camera. The distance and direction of the vector be-

tween these two points reveals the point of gaze.

The most important information extracted by an eye tracker are fixa-

tion locations and durations, and the saccades between fixations. Poole

& Ball [148] list exhaustively the metrics that are derived from this in-

formation. In the scope of this thesis, the main metrics are time to first

fixation on target and fixation spatial density, measuring the attention-

getting properties of an object or an area, and the efficiency of search,

respectively [148].

Currently, eye tracking is gaining popularity as an input device in user

interfaces and gaming, where eye tracking can be used for pointing or to

control rendering of visual scenes based on the current point of view, re-

ferred to as gaze-contingent interaction [149]. Gaze-contingent rendering

results in significant savings in computational cost of rasterizing images

for wide field-of-view displays by focusing only on the visible features and

interpolating the rest [150].
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4. Quality of Immersive Experiences

This chapter defines Quality of Experience (QoE) based on recent litera-

ture. Finally, methods to evaluate quality are summarized.

4.1 Quality of Experience

To understand the quality of audiovisual experience we will first define

experienced quality and quality of experience within the limits of this

thesis. Quality is defined in a recent paper by Callet et al. [151] as follows:

Quality: The outcome of an individual’s comparison and judgment process. It

includes perception, reflection about the perception, and the description of the

outcome...

In the same paper also experience is defined as:

Experience: An experience is an individual’s stream of perception and inter-

pretation of one or multiple events.

Both of these definitions are based on an individual’s viewpoint, and

thus they cannot be described by predefined technical properties or objec-

tive goals. Callet et al. [151] distinguish two paths in the quality forma-

tion process: a perception path and a reference path. The reference path

takes into account the contextual and temporal nature of the quality for-

mation process, and combines the memory of former quality experiences

into the process. The perception path focuses on a physical event trig-

gered by a signal to our sensory organs. The physical sensory signal is

transformed into a perceived event under the constraints imposed by the
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reference path in a low-level perceptual process. The perceived event is

then reflected in a cognitive process, again directed by the reference path,

and the process results in perceived quality features. Finally, according to

Callet et al. [151], the perceived and desired quality features from the two

paths are compared and a judgment process, where experienced quality is

formed, takes place. Experienced quality is delimited in time, space and

character, and can thus be called a quality event.

To combine both quality and experience, a recent definition of Quality of

Experience (QoE) is formulated by Raake & Egger in [152] as follows:

Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of a person

whose experiencing involves an application, service, or system. It results from

the person’s evaluation of the fulfillment of his or her expectations and needs

with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment in the light of the person’s context,

personality and current state.

Their definition is not limited to a specific usage scenario of information

technology, for example, but rather extends to all such events where ex-

periences are judged by a person. Raake & Egger [152] state that their

definition is equally applicable both in judging the quality of experience of

going to a concert, and watching a soccer match on television with friends.

They emphasize the usage of the term person instead of user in the defini-

tion to highlight the generalization of the definition outside the world of

information and communications technology.

Figure 4.1 presents a schematic of the process of quality rating as envi-

sioned in [152]. The schematic contains the person experiencing an event,

and external factors affecting the perception process. The circles repre-

sent perceptual processes, the two parallel horizontal lines denote stor-

ages for different representations, and the boxes outside the person rep-

resent input or output information. In the schematic, the smaller ellipse

denotes the core perception process which is the basis for quality and QoE

according to the model. In the light of this thesis, the perception process

begins with the presentation of an audiovisual stimulus to the eyes and

ears, but at the same time, other sensory organs and the task, for exam-

ple, may contribute to the sensory processing. The physical stimulus is

converted to neural signals by the retinas and cochleas and conveyed to

the brain for further processing.

Perceptual event formation is a combination of segmenting the auditory
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Figure 4.1. Quality formation process comprising the perceiver and external factors. The
circles represent perceptual processes, the two parallel horizontal lines de-
note storages for different representations, and the boxes outside the person
represent input or output information. Solid and dotted lines denote direct
and indirect influence, respectively. See text for details. Adopted from: [152]
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and visual stimuli into salient features and combining the features first of

all with each other to obtain a multimodal percept, but also with informa-

tion from other sensory modalities and remembered perceptual events.

The model assumes that perception is both a bottom-up and top-down

process as denoted by the anticipation and matching circle. The result-

ing perceptual object has a specific perceptual character that is stored in

memory, and may also lead to further exploratory action to get a better

conception of the stimulus. The contextual and task-related information

may directly affect the sensory processing, or indirectly affect the percep-

tual object formation through a set of assumptions. Similarly, the person’s

current state affects the perceptual object formation, as the authors state

that it reflects the “situational or temporal changes in the feeling, thinking

or behavior of a person.”

The quality-formation process is seen as a parallel cognitive process (the

large ellipse in Figure 4.1) with the process of experiencing. The quality of

experience reflection (reflection & attribution) must be triggered either by

an external task to evaluate what has been experienced, or by unexpected

events where experiencing differs from assumptions. Quality awareness is

depicted as a cognitive gate, opened by task or context-based assumptions,

triggering the controlled quality evaluation.

4.2 Human factors: quality beyond artifacts

The majority of quality estimation methods operate on a visibility or audi-

bility centric paradigm, suggesting that perceived quality can be predicted

from technically detectable artifacts, such as coloration, blockiness, or

blurriness, with higher annoyance resulting from more perceivable arti-

facts [153]. However, traditional network-centric signal fidelity measures,

although reflecting a change in picture or sound quality, are found to be

insufficient to reflect perceived audio or visual quality [108]. Therefore, a

change of paradigm from quality of service towards quality of experience

has received a lot of attention. Lin & Kuo [154] list factors causing signal

fidelity metrics to fail to predict perception by the human visual system:

1. Not every change in an image is noticeable;

2. Not every pixel/region in an image receives the same attention level;
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3. Not every change leads to distortion;

4. Not every change yields a same extent of perceptual effect with a same

magnitude of change.

Furthermore, the chosen stimulus content is essential in quality eval-

uation. According to Mirkovic et al. [155] the video sequences usually

used in the research community today do not consider the human compo-

nent in QoE. The content databases are optimized to account for errors

caused by the transmission channel or the encode/decode process, includ-

ing scenes with detailed backgrounds or high motion, for example. These

video sequences are good at evaluating the effect of visible artifacts on vi-

sual quality, but, according to Mirkovic et al. [155], the level of perceived

degradation is a compound effect of impairments and the emotional state

of the observer.

4.2.1 Affect and perception

Affect is an emotional response to an object or an event. Emotions are

mental states that span a huge variety of situations from winning the

Olympic gold medal to the pleasant sensation of a warm breeze. Within

the scope of this thesis, we limit the inspection of emotions to temporary

events and short time windows. In reality, emotions include long-term

effects such as mood towards something, or a life-long emotional state of

loving an offspring, to name a few. Here we focus on two concepts called

core affect and prototypical emotional episodes introduced by Russell &

Barrett [156]. They define core affect as the most elementary consciously

accessible affective feeling, which does not necessarily need to be directed

at anything, or have definite start and end points. In contrast, the proto-

typical emotional episode, by definition, is associated with a specific object

or event and it is something most people would consider as the clearest

case of emotion. Furthermore, an emotional episode includes a conscious

experience of oneself having a specific emotion.

In this review, we focus on understanding short-term and defined proto-

typical emotional episodes since they are the most relevant when consid-

ering QoE. A few models exist to explain the range of human emotional

episodes. The categorization model attempts to classify emotional states

into separate categories at different levels of hierarchy. Problems arise

from how to define the emotional categories [156]. For example in the
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English language there have been identified between 500 and 2000 emo-

tional categories based on verbal self-reports of everyday life. A somewhat

more suitable model is a dimensional structure in the form of a circum-

plex, obtained by factor analyses of self-reported emotions and multidi-

mensional scaling of words for emotion, facial expressions and vocal ex-

pressions. Figure 4.2 depicts a circumplex model of affection, where the

emotional space is spanned by two dimensions: valence and arousal (also

encountered in soundscape studies 2.2.3). Prototypical emotional episodes

are thought to fall into specific areas of the circumplex rather than clus-

ter on the axes. In this way it is possible to discriminate between certain

types of prototypical emotional episodes that have different distributions

of the core affect components pleasure and activation. For example, being

chased by a bear or riding a roller coaster elicit fear but involve differ-

ent degrees of valence and arousal. Foremost, the two components in-

tegrate to yield a single subjective feeling rather than the two separate

states of feeling simultaneously unpleasant and deactivated, for example.

In addition, support for the circumplex dimensional model of emotion is

presented in [157] from affective neuroscience, where it is proposed that

affective states arise from two independent neurophysiological systems,

in contrast to basic emotion theory, where each emotion arises from its

own neural system.

Affect has wide-spread effects on our perception. Affect changes the

breadth of attentional selection in perception, as found in [158], where

positive affect was found to impair a person’s ability to focus on a tar-

get, and simultaneously increases the processing of spatially distant dis-

tractors. Furthermore, it was found that, apart from perceptual effects,

positive affect may influence the allocation of cognitive resources in post-

semantic levels of analysis: under positive affect, people are prone to

include more semantically remote associations to perceptual events and

thus be able to solve problems creatively. Duncan & Barrett [159] go even

further and suggest that affect is, in fact, a form of cognition rather than

a distinct process. Their theory is based on the observation that the neu-

ral circuitry in the human brain cannot be divided into areas responsible

solely of cognitive and affective processing. Rather, affect is widely dis-

tributed throughout the brain and it modulates sensory processes both

directly and indirectly. They argue that affect is essential in inducing

a “first-person” experience of the world by making external information

from the world personally relevant to people.
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Figure 4.2. Circumplex model of affect spanned by valence and arousal dimensions. In-
ner circle shows a map of core affect, and the outer circle denotes where pro-
totypical emotional episodes usually fall. Adopted from [156]

Finally, Duncan & Barrett [159] make a distinction between core af-

fect as a foreground or background phenomenon in consciousness. They

state that, when backgrounded, core affect is experienced as a property of

the external world that indirectly affects our perception, but whose con-

tribution to sensation and cognition is not noticed. Foregrounded core

affect, instead, will be experienced directly as a pleasant or unpleasant

feeling with some degree of arousal. Foregrounded core affect can serve

as information when making explicit judgments and decisions, whereas

backgrounded core affect has a subconscious effect on cognition by giving

people a sense of confidence in their experience of the world.

Estimating quality involves a complex judgment process (Fig 4.1), where

properties of the stimuli are compared to a physical or mental reference.

Forgas [160] studied the role of affective states in subjective judgment pro-

cesses and proposed an affect infusion model (AIM) that predicts the ex-

tent of affect infusion into judgment. Forgas uses affect as a general label

to refer both to emotion and mood. Mood is defined as a low-intensity and

enduring affective state with no definite beginning and end, e.g. feeling

good or feeling bad. Emotions, in turn, are more intense and short-lived
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affective states typically caused by some definite event. Forgas states,

that while mood can have subtle long-term effects on our judgmental pro-

cesses, an emotion is able to trigger instantaneous motivated cognitive

processing and result in quick actions. He presents the model for affect

infusion in order to conceptualize events where affect elicited by one event

infuses judgments of another, for example in social judgment situations.

According to his model, the more demanding a judgmental process is, the

more it will be affected by the nature of the target, the features of the

judge, and characteristics of the situation, for example. These effects are

attenuated when the evaluation is clear.

4.2.2 Effect of content

A connection between the desirability of the content and quality ratings

has been established [161]. Moving from low-desirable content to highly-

desirable content results in an increase in the mean opinion score in the

same magnitude as in moving from low- to high-quality video. However,

participants do not consciously use content as a factor in their quality

judgments. Two possible mechanisms are provided to explain the effect:

the halo effect and the level of engagement [161]. The halo effect refers to

a phenomenon where desirable content makes perceived quality higher.

This effect does not require a conscious experience of the desirability, in-

stead movie watchers may think that they are evaluating quality along

technical dimensions without knowing they are affected by a global di-

mension of film desirability. The level of engagement may be increased by

desirable content, making the participants more immersed in the plot and

characters, instead of the physical representation. This would potentially

reduce the effects of visible distortions on perceived quality.

Subramanian et al. [162] found a connection between the experienced

emotional states and movie viewers’ eye movements, which eventually af-

fected the participants’ memory of scene details and gist. Negative emo-

tion was found to make the viewers focus on the most emotionally charged

aspect of the scene at the expense of peripheral details. Similar, but not

as pronounced, effects were observed with positive emotion, while emo-

tionally neutral movies elicited no tendency to focus visual attention to

a specific area. Subramanian et al. [162] list four pieces of evidence to

support their claim. First, gaze patterns were more focused for emotional

clips. Second, the immediate memory of the details of a movie clip was

worse for emotional movies. Third, long-term memory for scene gist was
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improved for emotional content. Lastly, only emotional movies affected

memory performance in comparison to static scenes. These findings have

significant effects on the selection of visual contents in subjective quality

evaluations keeping in mind that the quality judgment process typically

takes place briefly after the stimulus presentation (Section 4.3.1).

Evans & Kortum [163] studied the effect of training the participants

in video quality assessment. Both trained and untrained participants

showed high levels of immersion. For the untrained, a positive relation-

ship was evident between liking the content and subjective quality rat-

ings, as found previously in [161] and also predicted by the affect infusion

model [160]. Evans & Kortum [163] theorize that because of the increase

in affect, the participants rated all items highly to reflect their good mood.

This halo effect was attenuated for the participants trained in assessing

video quality, and no positive relationship was found between affect and

quality ratings. The trained participants were more accurate at evaluat-

ing video quality, while still maintaining high immersion in the content.

4.2.3 Content analysis

Affective content analysis deals with the problem of transforming the ab-

stract concept of emotion into a form that can be understood easily by a

computer. This transformation creates a semantic gap, or a lack of coin-

cidence, between the information extractable from low-level audiovisual

data and emotional interpretation that the audiovisual data causes in a

person in a given situation. The field has received increasing research in-

terest due to the fact that vast repositories of visual data such as movies

need to be indexed and ranked in a meaningful manner. In addition, un-

derstanding the affective impact of content is important in order to opti-

mize the underlying performance processes, such as encoding parameters

or transmission bandwidth.

Viewers’ perception of video clips is found to be directed by five factors:

associations evoked by the content, interest in the content, understand-

ing of the content, engagement or feeling of presence in the content, and

general likability of the content [164]. These perceptual factors are dis-

played in Figure 4.3 at the outer dark grey circle. The inner, light grey

circle in Figure 4.3 consists of content-related features: action, mood, mo-

tion, space, coherence of video, and shooting/editing of the video, which

were related to the found perceptual factors. The test participants identi-

fied these content features as having a function in the storytelling of the
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presented stimulus video.

Figure 4.3. Perceptual factors (dark grey) determined by perceptual features (light grey)
of video content. Adopted from [164].

The four first content-related features have also been identified to relate

to perceptual experience as different dimensions of content in previous

research [117, 165], where they are defined as follows:

• Space - the illusion of being in a projected space

• Motion - the illusion of physical flow and movement

• Mood - the articulation and density of atmosphere

• Action - the sensation of dynamic intensity and power

In audiovisual presentations each content dimension is weighted dif-

ferently for the auditory and visual modalities and the quality of each

dimension can be assessed. Ideally, the test material should exhaustively

measure the perceptual impact in each of the four dimensions. However,

in more recent work [166], the correlation of these content dimensions to

preferred quality trade-offs in audiovisual presentations was found to be

weak and dependent on the subject’s interpretation of the dimensions and

of the content.

Somewhat similarly, Hanjalic & Xu [167] categorize the video content

analysis problem into two levels: the cognitive level and the affective
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level. The cognitive level refers to information that describes the struc-

ture of the story, or the composition of a scene, i.e. the facts of the content.

Most of the research efforts on content analysis focus on the cognitive

level. The analysis of affective content refers to analyzing the amount

and type of feelings or emotions elicited by the video content, and it is a

considerably less researched area. Problems arise from the different in-

dividual responses to affect eliciting situations. For instance, a goal in

a soccer game can be a happy event for the winning team’s fans, a sad

event to the losing team’s fans, and elicit no emotions in a person not into

soccer. Therefore, Hanjalic & Xu [167] make a difference between actual

emotions evoked in people watching particular content, and expected emo-

tion predicted from the content. The perceived emotion is always highly

subjective and context dependent, whereas the expected emotion is more

objective resulting from the properties of the content and reflecting the

probable response of a general audience.

Hanjalic & Xu [167] put forth a model that assumes that affect is a

dimensional construct rather than categorical. The model employs the

emotional dimensions valence and arousal, as discussed in Section 4.2.1,

ranging from pleasant to unpleasant, and from excited to drowsy. The

expected valence and arousal are predicted from low-level features in the

audiovisual signal. The proposed model for arousal monitors motion be-

tween consecutive video frames, a rhythm component calculated from the

shot lengths along the video, and a sound energy component from the total

energy in the soundtrack of the video. The expected valence is estimated

from pitch average component of the soundtrack. The assumption is that

sequences with high-pitched sound relate with positive valence and vice-

versa. The two separate estimates are finally used to draw an affect vs

time curve on a frame-by-frame basis.

Moorthy & Bovik [168] propose that human studies involving visual

stimuli should take three factors into account, namely quality, aesthetics,

and content. These factors should be considered even if the researcher

is interested only in visual quality, for example, since their interconnec-

tions are poorly understood, and a test participant might be evaluating

aesthetic appeal instead of only visual quality. Figure 4.4 presents two

images with bad aesthetic ratings by human observers. It is ambiguous

if the image on the left is rated aesthetically bad due to its content or

truly due to its aesthetics. Similarly, for the image on the right, the bad

aesthetic rating may rise from poor quality (blurriness) or from poor aes-
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thetics.

Figure 4.4. Images with bad aesthetic ratings. Adopted from [168].

Figure 4.5 is another example of the impact of content. The image on

the left has poor aesthetics and poor quality, but might possibly have good

content if you are the owner of the dog or a dog person, for example. The

image on the right has high aesthetics, high quality and probably good

content according to majority of us, but to be really certain about the un-

derlying perceptual reasoning in quality evaluation, the aesthetic, quality

and content appeal should be controlled.

Figure 4.5. (left) Image with poor aesthetics and poor quality, but possibly good content.
(right) Image with high aesthetics, high quality and good content. Adopted
from [168].

In still images Machajdik & Hanbury [169] propose an emotion classifi-

cation based on artistic and psychological evidence. Their classifier uses

color and texture information in combination with aspects of composition

and analysis of semantic content. In color information, saturation and

brightness are related with pleasure, arousal and dominance dimensions,

whereas texture affects the sensation of fear through blurriness. In com-

position information, the level of detail ranging from minimalistic compo-

sition to busy images has a psychological effect. Similarly, depth-of-field

can be used to affect the busyness of an image by blurring the background.

Finally, dynamics and the rule of thirds in composition are analyzed and
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used in the classification process. Content-wise the presence of human

faces and skin color are detected and employed in the classification pro-

cess. Further potential is seen in employing a type of distributional model,

where an image elicits a distribution of emotions rather than a single emo-

tional category. Joshi et al. [170] propose a machine learning approach to

quantifying the aesthetics and emotional impact of photographs by using

a support vector machine based classifier to predict aesthetics from a set

of visual features. Their algorithm is also able to accept uploaded images

by users and take advantage of user emotional ratings in order to increase

the classifier performance.

4.3 Measuring quality

Multimodal perception strives to integrate information from multiple sen-

sory channels into a unified experience that contains more accurate and

reliable information than just the sum of the separate unimodal percepts,

as discussed in Section 2.4. Consequently, also multimodal quality per-

ception relies on the integration of a set of quality perceptions constructed

from sensory input and higher cognitive processing [15]. Quality percep-

tion is a dynamic process where, for example, content and task define the

most important aspects affecting the perceived overall quality [171].

4.3.1 Quantitative measurement tools for audiovisual quality

Objective metrics have been developed for estimating the Mean Opin-

ion Score (MOS) for audio quality [172], spatial audio distortions [173],

and image structure distortions [174], to name a few. The downside with

these metrics is that a full quality reference is typically needed, or then

the metric is tuned to detect only a limited set of assumed distortions,

although the state-of-the-art is advancing fast especially in the visual do-

main [175, 176, 177]. Nevertheless, an objective metric for audiovisual

quality still has not been developed, and therefore subjective testing is

necessary with audiovisual systems.

ITU has recommended guidelines for conducting quantitative subjective

quality assessment tests for audio-visual content in ITU-T Recommenda-

tion P.911 [178]. The recommendation defines methodology for evaluating

the subjective audio-visual quality of non-interactive systems with four

different research methods and gives specifications for the listening and
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viewing conditions.

The simplest method in the recommendation is Absolute Category Rat-

ing (ACR) where short (<10 s) test stimuli are presented one by one and

evaluated independently afterwards. Several studies concerning audiovi-

sual quality have reported the use of this method and it is best suited for

evaluating systems with wide quality variations. In addition, this method

is very similar to the natural way of using multimedia applications. A

variation of ACR is the Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation

(SSCQE) method where the subjective quality is evaluated continuously

during the presentation of the stimulus. As opposed to ACR, the SSCQE

method takes into account the temporal variations of perceived quality

and the results are presented by plotting the time during which the sub-

jective score was higher than some threshold value.

Other methods in the recommendation have more discriminative power

as they are pairwise comparison tests. They are good at finding small

differences between the stimuli, because the test material is always eval-

uated in relation to other materials. The Pair Comparison Test (PC)

presents the test sequences in pairs and a pairwise preference in the con-

text of the test scenario is voted after each pair. In Degradation Category

Rating (DCR) the test sequences are again presented in pairs, but the first

stimulus is always the source reference. The second stimulus is processed

by, for example, the system under test and the subjects are asked to rate

its impairment in relation to the reference.

Another recommendation by ITU related to subjective audio-visual qual-

ity assessment is ITU-T P.920, which defines interactive evaluation meth-

ods for audio-visual communication systems [179]. ITU’s methodolog-

ical recommendations are wide-spread and have been carefully imple-

mented in multiple audiovisual quality evaluation problems. Using sim-

ilar methodology makes results obtained in different laboratories compa-

rable and experiments easy to reproduce.

4.3.2 Mixed-methods research

Quantitative assessment of multimodal quality has been criticized for

disregarding the understanding of participants’ own interpretations and

evaluation criteria for quality, and hiding the multivariate nature of mul-

timodal quality under one Mean Opinion Score [180, 181, 182]. Therefore,

a set of mixed research methods combining both qualitative and quanti-

tative data have been developed in the recent years. Mixed methods re-
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search is stated to complement the traditional quantitative and qualita-

tive research. It is defined by Johnson & Onwuegbuzie [183] as: “The class

of research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and quali-

tative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into

a single study”. It tries to combine the best features of both worlds by

using words to add meaning to numbers and, on the other hand, num-

bers to add precision to words. Considering Quality of Experience studies,

a mixed method approach called Interpretation-based Quality (IBQ) has

been proposed by Radun et al. [184] in the context of measuring perceived

image quality of digital cameras. IBQ strives to capture the subjective dif-

ferences perceived by the users with minimum guidance and intervention

by the researchers. In IBQ, the participants are requested to provide a

Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for, for example, perceived quality of a digital

image. In addition, they are asked to freely describe a few characteristics

of image quality they consider important. The assumption is that MOS

tells only about a change in perceived quality, but the free descriptions

should explain the reasons behind the changes. IBQ-like experimental

design has been employed in this thesis in Publication V.

Radun et al. [184] found that naive observers were capable of consis-

tently estimating overall image quality without training. In addition, the

free descriptions were found to be able to separate different imaging de-

vices used in the test through correspondence analysis. The authors con-

clude that the IBQ is a fast method to study the most relevant aspects

of the perceived quality of a technology or a service in a similar setting

users would typically use the services. Later, the basic IBQ method was

augmented to contain two sessions, where the first session was used to

collect a large vocabulary of free descriptions for video quality [185]. This

vocabulary was used to form contextually valid assessment scales from

the most frequent free descriptions. In the second session, video quality

was estimated with the previously formed scales and a MOS scale.

Open Profiling of Quality (OPQ) has been proposed by Strohmeier et

al. [182]. OPQ uses quantitative psychoperceptual evaluation of excel-

lence and qualitative sensory profiling in order to create two individ-

ual datasets describing experienced quality. Psychoperceptual evaluation

is based on standardized quantitative methodological recommendations

(e.g., by ITU [178]). The sensory evaluation procedure is done later in a

separate session where participants create and refine their own individ-

ual quality attributes related to each presented stimulus. The set of at-
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tributes is used to form relevant scales for an evaluation task where the

stimuli are once again rated with the newly formed scales. These datasets

are combined in the final stage of processing called external preference

mapping, where a link is created between the quantitative and qualita-

tive results. In other words, the method tries to understand the under-

lying cognitive processes of quantitative excellence by collecting a set of

related perceptual quality attributes. The setting is similar to IBQ, but

the attribute elicitation process is much lengthier and the whole quality

measurement study can comprise up to three separate sessions.

Both the IBQ and OPQ are loosely related to a broader set of vocabulary-

based techniques [186], such as the Repertory Grid Technique (RGT) [187].

In RGT, the participants elicit and define their own vocabulary for the

quality evaluation of a set of items. The elicitation phase consists of com-

paring three items to each other and choosing the two of them that are

perceived as the most similar, and different from the third. Then the dif-

ference between the items is described by two antonym terms (e.g. natural

vs artificial). The second phase is the scaling of all items in the previously

formed bipolar scales. RGT is related to the semantic differential method,

where the elicitation phase is replaced by predefined scales [188].

A method with even less instructor interference, Multidimensional scal-

ing (MDS) , may be used to reveal hidden relationships between items [189].

Participants are asked to rate how similar two items are by assigning a

similarity score between the two. The scoring results in a dissimilarity

matrix between all items in the set, and its structure can be further ana-

lyzed and visualized in a lower-dimensional space [190] (see 4.4). A vari-

ation of MDS was applied in Publication I in this thesis.

Another form of attribute elicitation is semantical analysis of free-format

verbalizations by participants [191]. Here semantically similar expres-

sions are grouped under broader topics that can be further used as qual-

ity evaluation scales, or to describe item similarity. This approach is re-

lated to the grounded theory principle, where a theory of a phenomenon

is formed based on the available data, as opposed to traditional research

method where a theory is formed first and empirically tested afterwards [192].

Semantical analysis was applied in this thesis in publications I and V.

A common feature in all the mixed-methods approaches is the observa-

tion that there is no predefined dimensionality for quality, or even prede-

fined quality attributes. The participants are free to use their own criteria

and language for describing quality of experience. This reflects the diffi-
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culty of creating an objective computational quality metric for complex

audiovisual systems.

4.3.3 Concurrent physiological measurements

Physiological measurements have been used to evaluate the level of im-

mersion and the feeling of presence a person experiences in a virtual envi-

ronment. The hypothesis with such studies normally is that the more real

a virtual environment appears, the more similar physiological responses

to reality it will evoke. Using physiological measurements the partici-

pants do not have to understand multidimensional concepts such as pres-

ence or quality. Physiological measurements can be used as corroborative

measures by correlating the measured physiological data with subjective

evaluation. In this way, the results obtained from the subjective tests can

be made objective.

In presence experiments, heart rate, skin temperature and the elec-

trodermal activity of the skin have been measured in order to estimate

emotional reactions to different stimuli [193]. The measurements are

then compared to questionnaire data, and significant correlation has been

found for electrodermal activity and heart rate. Modulated frequency and

larger amplitude in electrodermal activity is related to elevated arousal.

Arousal, in turn, is considered to be one dimension of emotion. Heart rate

has been found to distinguish between different frame rates and whether

haptic response is used or not [194]. Physiological responses have been

found to diminish over multiple exposures to the environment, although

the responses never completely disappear. A serious problem with physi-

ological measures is the need for scenarios that evoke a strong physiologi-

cal response. Ordinary and dull situations like being in a virtual room, do

not necessarily evoke measurable changes or the expected physiological

response is unknown [131].

In QoE evaluations, physiological measurements have been used to probe

the emotional response to different quality media [195], fatigue effects

caused by low-quality media [196], and degradations in speech quality [197].

In these studies electroencephalography (EEG), monitoring the electrical

activity in the human brain cortex, has been used. Different emotional

states and fatigue levels may be identified by inspecting brain activity at

different frequency ranges. A different approach is to use eye tracking to

monitor the participant’s concentration on a task [198]. Here the assump-

tion is that high QoE correlates with good focus on a task.
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4.4 Multivariate data analysis

Three multivariate data analysis methods are presented here. All the

methods have been applied in the publications of this thesis and this col-

lection serves as a quick guide to reading the results and understanding

the data analysis for the methods described in Section 4.3.2.

4.4.1 Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering is a method used to obtain a tree presentation of

the similarity between items in a multidimensional scaling task [199]. Hi-

erarchical clustering operates on a similarity matrix resulting from a sim-

ilarity rating task, and it is initiated by combining the two most similar

items (i.e. having the highest similarity score) into one cluster. Thereafter,

the next fusion depends on the chosen clustering algorithm: in average

linkage clustering, the fusions occur between group center points, instead

of the nearest or the furthest neighbors as in single linkage or complete

linkage approaches. The average linkage approach should ideally pro-

duce compact clusters and provide a compromise between single linkage

and complete linkage algorithms, which tend to produce chain-like long

clusters or be sensitive to outliers, respectively. Finally, the clustering re-

sult can be inspected at any level of fusion by cutting the clustering tree

(dendrogram) at the desired height.

4.4.2 Multidimensional scaling

Similarity matrices can be further analyzed by multidimensional scal-

ing (MDS), which is an exploratory data analysis technique well suited

for identifying unrecognized dimensions that the participants could have

used when making the similarity ratings [199]. Essentially, MDS trans-

forms subjective item similarity judgments into distances in a multidi-

mensional perceptual space. The dimensionality of the perceptual space

has to be predefined, and typically solutions with different numbers of di-

mensions are tested to see which produces the smallest amount of stress

between the original similarity judgments of the scene pairs and the Eu-

clidean distances in the low-dimensional perceptual map. The MDS al-

gorithm starts by randomly assigning the items for example to a two di-

mensional space. Next, the goodness-of-fit of the solution is evaluated by

comparing the rank-order of the pair-wise Euclidean distances between
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items in the solution to the rank-order of the original similarity judg-

ments. If the rank-orders do not agree, the item points are moved in

the perceptual space to make the distance-based rank-order agree better

with the similarity judgments. This process is repeated until a satisfac-

tory fit is achieved between the distances and the similarity judgments.

The algorithm is then run again with another dimensionality to see if a

higher-dimensional space would produce better goodness-of-fit.

The individual similarity matrices, one for each participant, can be ana-

lyzed using the R [200] implementation of the individual differences scal-

ing (INDSCAL) algorithm using iterative stress majorization [201], which

is a variant of MDS that additionally reveals also how similarly the par-

ticipants were thinking about the dimensions present in the set of stimu-

lus items. INDSCAL assumes that all participants share a common per-

ceptual space, but have different individual weightings for the common

space dimensions. The individual weights can be plotted in the formed

common space, and individual differences analyzed by observing the dis-

tances from the axis. Participants positioned close to each other show

similar weighting for the common perceptual dimensions. Furthermore,

a participant’s distance from the origin represents goodness-of-fit. Posi-

tions close to the origin have little weight on the common space and are

considered to fit poorly to the proposed common solution.

4.4.3 Correspondence analysis

Correspondence Analysis (CA) is an algorithm used to analyze what per-

ceptual attributes the participants use when describing different items.

The perceptual attributes, elicited through a free description process, are

presented in a low-dimensional joint space with stimulus items [202]. For

the CA algorithm, a contingency matrix is formed, where the rows cor-

respond to stimulus items, and the columns correspond to semantically

analyzed quality attributes. Next, the number of occurrences of each at-

tribute in each item are counted and marked into the matrix. The counts

in the contingency matrix are transformed into Chi-squared values based

on the ratio of the expected and observed number of references to concepts

in each test condition. The CA algorithm calculates a similarity measure

for the codes in relation to items and uses those similarities as the basis

for the perceptual map. In the perceptual map items and attributes with

more inter-connections are displayed closer to each other.
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5. Summary of publications

This chapter summarizes the main results presented in the publications.

5.1 Publication I: Categorization of Natural Dynamic Audiovisual
Scenes

Publication I is focused on understanding the human perceptual system

at a high level instead of solving a specific engineering problem or mod-

eling a feature of perception. The aim of publication I is to get a glimpse

of the goals that the computational algorithm within the human brain

tries to solve in natural scenes. Specifically, the aim is to further un-

derstand the perceptual dimensionality in the audiovisual perception of

natural scenes. This is done by evoking real-world scene experiences in

a laboratory setting through ecologically valid audiovisual reproduction,

and asking participants to categorize the scenes based on their perceived

similarity.

The empirical goal is to acquire a mapping of a diverse set of audiovisual

stimuli along with perceptual attributes to study the human interpreta-

tion of real-world urban scenes. Our primary interest is to find whether a

group of people is able to create a consistent low-dimensional perceptual

representation for a set of natural scenes, and what are the perceptual

attributes that are referred to most often. Furthermore, objective envi-

ronmental variables related to loudness, dynamic visual information and

indoor vs. outdoor classification are computed from the stimulus scenes,

and fitted to the obtained perceptual mapping. Our hypothesis here is

that the perceptual map originates from the physical world, instead of,

for example, from the functional attributes of the depicted spaces, and the

subjective perceptual mapping should be predictable from the physical

properties of the stimuli.
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A two-dimensional perceptual map of audiovisual scenes was derived in

this study, confirming our hypothesis that a group of people describe nat-

ural scenes with similar perceptual attributes. The nature of our study

was exploratory and thus we cannot precisely identify the relative con-

tributions of the two sensory channels to audiovisual scene perception.

However, from the perceptual map we can draw evidence that the most

important perceptual attributes in natural scenes depicting urban envi-

ronments are the amount of movement, perceived noisiness, and event-

fulness of the scene. The scene gist properties openness and expansion

were found to remain as important attributes in scenes with no salient

auditory or visual events.

5.2 Publication II: Reproducing Reality: Multimodal Contributions
in Natural Scene Discrimination

Publication II builds on the foundation formed in publication I. A subset

of the scenes and the identified attributes from publication I are employed

here in order to further investigate sensory processing in natural scenes.

We evaluated discrimination of real-world scenes by three perceptually

meaningful attributes (movement, openness, and noisiness) with short

(100 ms - 500 ms) unimodal and bimodal scene exposures.

Current virtual reality systems often strive to elicit a feeling of being

present in a different place and situation than the observer really is,

which is called the place illusion. This is achieved for example by percep-

tually accurate visual, auditory, and haptic stimulation, and it can be as-

sumed that providing relevant and correct multimodal information to the

human perceptual system is paramount to the success of such systems. If

the technology even temporarily fails to produce convincing enough stim-

ulation, breaks in presence easily occur and rebuilding the plausibility

of the illusion may prove difficult. This publication focuses on sensory

integration in natural audiovisual scenes, namely in the discrimination

of complex environmental attributes from short scene exposures. So far,

most studies on multisensory integration have used impoverished stimuli

(lights and noise bursts) and simple detection or localization tasks. Here,

for the first time, a controlled study is implemented to test natural scene

discrimination with complex perceptual attributes and with immersive

audiovisual stimulation.

The scenes were reproduced in an immersive audiovisual environment
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with 3D sound and surrounding visuals. Movement and openness were

found to be mainly visual attributes with some input from auditory infor-

mation. In some scenes, the auditory system was found to be able to derive

information about movement and openness that was comparable with au-

diovisual information already after 500 ms stimulation. Noisiness was

dominantly auditory, but visual information was found to be an aiding

factor in some scenes. Cross-modality effects affecting global estimates

of scene attributes and attention orienting were found in movement and

openness. Our results provide critical information about the performance

of the perceptual system during early sensory processing of immersive

audiovisual scenes, and they should be taken into account when creating

content for virtual realities or developing systems that rely on maintain-

ing the plausibility illusion.

5.3 Publication III: Task-Relevant Spatialized Auditory Cues
Enhance Attention Orientation and Peripheral Target Detection
in Natural Scenes

The purpose of publication III is to evaluate how spatial sound guides

attention and affects detection in a complex natural scene. In addition,

we examine how different sound onsets change these effects. We define

orienting as aligning attention with a source of sensory information, and

detecting as being aware of a target stimulus. In the study at hand we

measure the latency of orienting attention to a target with an eye-tracking

system (fixate on target area) and the latency of detecting a target by

manual response (pressing a key).

Enhancement of the visual function due to auditory information has

been demonstrated in numerous experiments utilizing abstract visual and

sound stimuli. The study at hand presents an eye-tracking experiment

showing the benefit of spatial hearing in orienting towards and detecting

a visual target in a natural scene reproduced by a 3D loudspeaker setup

and a visual screen with a 226◦ horizontal field of view.

Data from eye-tracking and together with manual response testing in-

dicated that task-relevant auditory cues aid in orienting to and detecting

a peripheral but not a central visual target. The enhancement was am-

plified by an increasing amount of audio lead with respect to visual onset.

A task-irrelevant sound scene was not found as an aiding factor in either

orienting or detection, and it resulted in comparable performance with no
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sound condition.

5.4 Publication IV: Content or Reproduction: Natural Scene
Perception in Immersive and Non-Immersive Reproduction
Setups

Publication IV studies whether the reproduction setup has an effect on

how the different perceptual attributes of content are perceived. We are

constantly confronted by an immeasurable amount of multimodal sensory

stimulation in our everyday lives. Our brain is capable of processing only

a small portion of the incoming sensory signals, but still it is able to pro-

duce a meaningful perceptual representation of our surroundings based

on the most salient aspects of physical reality. In order to artificially

achieve a perception of spatial presence, the technical system has to be

able to produce accurate sensory stimulation across the senses that cor-

responds to our expectations of a similar real-world environment. At the

same time, however, immersion can be achieved by reading an exciting

book, i.e., we can immerse ourselves in the content regardless of the pre-

sentation.

The test was a between-subjects design for two different reproduction

setups, where each subject group performed paired discrimination tasks

of natural scene attributes either with a large reproduction setup, or with

a small reproduction setup. The task was to choose the first or the sec-

ond stimulus scene of each pair, based on which was perceived as having

“more” of the natural scene attribute in question. There were three tested

perceptual attributes: openness, noisiness and movement.

Based on our results, the spatial extent of the reproduction setup af-

fects the perception of natural scene attributes especially in movement,

where discrimination accuracy decreases with larger reproduction, and in

noisiness, where discrimination accuracy increases. Effects on openness

perception were found to depend on the content. Duration effects were

observed in movement, as a longer duration made the task easier. In all

attributes, more missed judgments occurred with the small reproduction

setup. This may result from less engagement in the task through worse

immersion, as the task itself was quite demanding and required full con-

centration, but the reasons for missing answers were not systematically

examined here.

Our results point out the need to change content descriptors according to
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the current reproduction setup. Future work is needed in developing per-

ceptually weighted models for temporal and spatial information descrip-

tion in large-screen and spatial audio systems, as they will increasingly be

able to present sensory information that our neural system cannot fully

process.

5.5 Publication V: Audiovisual Reproduction in Surrounding
Display: Effect of Spatial Width of Audio and Video

Publication V deals with the problem of evaluating the perceived quality

of a system that stimulates two senses: seeing and hearing. Perceptual

mechanisms affecting subjective quality experience with single modality

services, e.g. audio-only systems, have been studied for decades. This has

resulted in objective quality metrics based on the human perceptual sys-

tem for either audio or video. The downside with these metrics, regarding

more complex systems, is that the human is a multimodal being by nature

and unimodal quality metrics cannot accurately reflect the true quality of

experience in a service offering information for multiple senses.

In publication V, as in the other publications in this thesis, natural

unedited scenes were used as stimuli to probe the quality of experience.

Immersive audiovisual systems strive to elicit a feeling of presence, or

non-mediation, in the user. Non-mediation is thought to, among other

things, stem from technology’s ability to produce relevant and accurate

sensory information. In this study, the spatial widths of audio and video

reproduction were varied and the effect on perceived overall degradation

of natural audiovisual stimuli in an immersive setting observed. Also,

the effect of content and subjective tendencies to experience immersion

were evaluated. The subjective evaluation was conducted using a mixed

methods approach taking into account the perceivers’ own notions about

quality-degrading factors.

Both the widths of audio and visuals were found to affect the perceived

degradation of an audiovisual stimulus. With full video width the effect

of spatial width of audio was at the strongest, but as the video width was

reduced, the effect of audio width almost disappeared. These findings are

in accordance with previous studies concerning small scale home theater

systems and stereophonic audio setups, but are now shown to apply to

large scale immersive audiovisual systems.

Content did not have a strong effect on perceived degradation in this
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study in contrast to previous studies, where the effect of content has been

considerable. The tendency to experience immersion had some impact on

the given degradation scores, but the effect was not significant.

Constrained correspondence analysis results suggest wrong audio direc-

tion, narrower video width and missing content as the causes for highest

degradation scores, whereas audio width, some undefined change in au-

dio, or less loud audio do not notably degrade the overall quality experi-

ence. These findings support the results obtained by quantitative analy-

sis.

5.6 Publication VI: 3D Sound can have a negative impact on the
perception of visual content in audiovisual reproductions

In Publication VI a natural scene was used to examine how different lev-

els of immersion induced by a sound spatialization algorithm affect the

perception of visual content. Since the introduction of stereo sound much

has changed in spatial sound algorithms, and modern sound systems com-

pletely surround the user in a naturalistic and highly spatialized environ-

ment. However, there is reason to believe that audition guides visual at-

tention. If that is the case, then well-spatialized sound, with surrounding

auditory events that are not limited to the field of view, might interfere by

driving attention to unwanted areas.

The goal of the work reported here was to test if different types of sound

spatialization could lead to a different perception of visual events, and dif-

ferent visual exploration patterns, in video reproduction. An experiment

was devised in which participants watched the audiovisual reproduction

of metro station scenes and were instructed to count how many people en-

tered the metro. There were two tasks - either selective or divided atten-

tion; and three sound conditions - mono, stereo and 3D. The participants’

eye position was tracked during the experiments and data were analyzed

in terms of the distribution, number and duration of eye fixations within

defined areas of interest.

It was found that in the divided attention task sound had no significant

impact on count errors. It can be argued that, in that task, the locus of

attention was already fluctuating very frequently. Also, the counting task

became very difficult, since whenever participants looked at one door they

could have missed events in another door. Therefore, sound did not have

any additional impact. But in the selective attention task, which was
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considerably easier, sound did have a significant effect. In that case, the

DirAC sound condition had significantly higher count of errors compared

to the other sound conditions. This finding shows for the first time that

the type of sound spatialization can affect how visual content is perceived

in a video reproduction. In sum, the data reported in this study show for

the first time that 3D sound may hinder the perception of visual events in

video reproduction by dispersing visual attention.

5.7 Publication VII: Horizontal Localization of Auditory and Visual
Events with Directional Audio Coding and 2D Video

Publication VII addresses a specific issue arising when constructing au-

diovisual environments with loudspeakers and large visual projection screens

mounted in front of the loudspeaker array. There is an increasing de-

mand for implementing realistic spatial audio reproduction in combina-

tion with a visual stimulus in entertainment and communication appli-

cations. However, spatial audio reproduction alone is a challenging task

when there are multiple observers at various viewpoints, and adding vi-

sual input gives rise to further problems. Immersive audiovisual systems

aim at creating a sense of spatial presence, where the sensory information

offered by the system is congruent across modalities and meets the per-

ceiver’s experiences of similar real-life situations. Spatial presence can

be easily broken if the audiovisual reproduction somehow contradicts the

perceiver’s expectations, which may result in a decrease in perceived qual-

ity.

The perceptual effects of combining true perspective audio reproduction

with a two-dimensional (2D) visual world have a significant impact on

perceived quality. A 2D representation of a three-dimensional (3D) vi-

sual world lacks important stereoscopy-based depth cues, while the audi-

tory depth cues are still available. In addition, a viewer positioned in the

off-sweet-spot location of an audio reproduction system may experience a

spatially altered soundscape. Off-sweet-spot viewing also introduces an-

gular disparity between the visual event on the projection screen and the

sound event on the plane between the loudspeakers behind the screen.

By using real life recordings, the evaluation better reflects the potential

problems that future telepresence implementations will face due to non-

ideal recording situations. The effect of listening position is evaluated

along with different source positions, sound pressure levels, and synthe-
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sis parameters. The task is to match the spatial location of the auditory

event to the location of the corresponding visual event. The method of

adjustment is used as the research paradigm, by shifting the visual world

horizontally while the soundscape stays static.

Our results indicate that, for on-axis positions and off-axis positions far

from the screen, the perspective error is reduced to values that are within

the range of audiovisual cross-modal integration. The perceived discrep-

ancy angles were found to be larger when the observer was seated close

to the screen and off-axis due to amplitude panning artefacts. Reducing

the amount of diffuse sound or increasing the sound pressure level were

found to amplify these negative effects for the off-axis close to the screen

observation position.
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6. Concluding remarks

This dissertation is an investigation into the use of natural audiovisual

scenes in perception studies and in quality evaluation of immersive audio-

visual reproduction setups. In the course of the work, the meaningful au-

diovisual perceptual attributes of natural scenes were identified and the

contributions of auditory and visual information evaluated. This infor-

mation was used to study the effect of technical reproduction parameters

on the perception of content and quality of experience. In addition, per-

ceptual accuracy and performance were probed under natural audiovisual

conditions by varying the amount and the fidelity of sensory information

provided by the reproduction system.

In the future, audiovisual reproduction systems and services are bound

to become increasingly complex and immersive, requiring a new approach

to quality evaluation. This approach would take into account the whole

multisensory experience. The need for better models of human attentional

control with increasing screen sizes and 3D sound reproduction has been

noticed. To be able to understand and accurately model human perception

in the real world more research with immersive technology is needed. VR

systems enable the systematic manipulation of every aspect of a multi-

modal environment, facilitating the study of perception unlike ever be-

fore.

Based on the work presented in this thesis, future potential is seen in

evaluating quality of experience as a behavioral similarity task where

performance is compared to the real world. The improvements in VR

systems enable more life-like experiences and thus realistic reactions to

them. These reactions can be both observed as natural behavior and mea-

sured physiologically during the use of such systems. The first steps in

this direction are already being taken by studies employing various phys-

iological metrics. However, before full immersion VR systems become
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mainstream, there is still need for controlled QoE studies emphasizing

human factors over signal fidelity centric computational metrics.

This thesis has showcased the usefulness of employing natural scenes

as stimuli in perception studies. The main benefit of these stimuli is the

natural behavior they elicit in perceivers, and thus the obtained results

reflect reality more accurately than before. Drawbacks have also been

identified in the publications, the main issue being understanding the

stimuli and creating well-controlled experiments. The research presented

in this thesis opens new avenues for research with natural scenes and en-

courages more researchers to join the quest. The first task would be to

begin more detailed perceptual modeling work also with natural stimuli,

building on the foundation laid by decades of studies with artificial stimu-

lation. More directions for future work are presented in the publications.
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